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ATLAS-CONF-2020-013: σ(pp→ tt̄tt̄)
� SM production of four top quarks is rare —

σSM(pp→ tt̄tt̄) = (12.0± 2.4) fb at
√
s = 13TeV

� ATLAS-CONF-2020-013 [1]:
search for tt̄tt̄ production in multilepton final states
� 4.2σ over background: closer than ever to 5σ discovery
� Signal strength µ = 2.0+0.8

−0.6, cross section σ(pp→ tt̄tt̄) = 24+7
−6 fb

� 1.7σ over SM prediction
� ATLAS-CONF-2021-013 [2]: search in lepton(s) + jets final
states
improves 4.2σ → 4.7σ (null), 1.7σ → 2.0σ (SM)

� New physics hiding in these results?
Multiple SUSY scenarios feature resonances decaying to tt̄
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ATLAS-CONF-2020-002: many jets + Emiss
T

� Meanwhile, the search for physics beyond SM — particularly
SUSY — continues

� ATLAS-CONF-2020-002 [3]:
search for new phenomena in final states with 8–12 jets and
significant missing transverse energy (Emiss

T )
� 8 signal regions (SRs) optimized for various bSM scenarios
� Constrains e.g. model with pair-produced g̃ → tt̄+ χ̃0

1 (Emiss
T )

� No excess over SM background reported
� Ever-improving multijet analysis enhances bSM probing power
� CONF-2020-013 (tt̄tt̄) sees excess while CONF-2020-002
(tt̄tt̄+ Emiss

T ) does not — what models can accommodate both?
� Maybe color-octet scalars in models with Dirac gauginos
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Dirac gauginos: a review
� In e.g. MSSM, g̃ = g̃M ←→ g is Majorana:

LMaj ⊃ −
1
2 M3(λa3λa3 + H.c.) ≡ −M3 g̃

a
Mg̃

a
M

� Supersoft operators [4] offer a different approach:

LDirac ⊃
κ3
Λ

∫
d2θW ′αWa

3αOa + H.c.

� W ′ = field-strength superfield of hidden U(1)′ sector
� Oa = ϕa3 + θαψa3α + · · · = new SU(3)c adjoint (octet) superfield

� If LMaj = 0, then g̃ = g̃D is Dirac:

LDirac ⊃ −m3(λa3ψa3 + H.c.) ≡ −m3 ¯̃gaDg̃aD
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R symmetry and color-octet scalars
� LMaj is forbidden by an R symmetry under which e.g.

W3 → eiRW3 =⇒ g → g and λ3 → eiRλ3

� Typically SM bosons have R = 0, but Higgs R charge varies
� Supersoft operators — hence Dirac gaugino masses — allowed if

O → O =⇒ ϕ3 → ϕ3 and ψ3 → e−iR ψ3

� New color-octet fermion ψ3 brings along color-octet scalar(s)

ϕa3 ≡∗
1√
2

(Oa + ioa)

∗Assuming no CPV s.t. O = scalar, o = pseudoscalar
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Sgluon interactions with SM particles
� Sgluons O, o enjoy loop couplings to quarks and gluons [5]
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� Available decay channels and partial widths can be modified by
R symmetry breaking, which splits Dirac gluino + introduces
novel interactions [6]
� Generally diminishes branching fractions to tt̄ !
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Cross sections & branching fractions
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� σ(pp→ OO or oo) ∈ [1 fb, 1pb] with modest K factors
� BF(O → tt̄) . 0.30 in natural R-symmetric models
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Results: best fit, limits, and discovery
� Recall: ATLAS-CONF-2020-013 finds

µ = 2.0+0.8
−0.6 and Nobs(tt̄tt̄) = 60 =⇒ ∼30 event excess

� We use MadAnalysis 5 to compute best fit to tt̄tt̄ excess +
exclusion limits at 95% CL for sgluon pair-production model

� Results provided in natural R-symmetric (Dirac gaugino) +
generic BF(O or o→ tt̄) parameter spaces

� Analysis extrapolated to planned HL-LHC luminosity L = 3 ab−1

� Future 95% CL limits estimated with luminosity-scaled background
yield errors in case no excess is found

� Also estimate 5σ discovery potential S = sHL-LHC/
√
bHL-LHC

� Multiple scenarios can be discovered or excluded in future
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Results in natural DG parameter space
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Results in generic parameter space
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HL-LHC projections: σ(pp→ tt̄tt̄)
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HL-LHC projections: jets + Emiss
T
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Outlook
� We have found complementary constraints on color-octet scalars
from ATLAS searches for tt̄tt̄ production and events with
tt̄tt̄+ Emiss

T
� R-symmetric (Dirac gaugino) scenarios and models with broken
R symmetry both currently viable

� At HL-LHC, these searches provide complementary discovery
channels for TeV-scale color-octet scalars decaying to top quarks
— or can rule them out

� Future hypothesis discrimination or discovery without a tt̄tt̄
signal may depend on other channels, including gγ/gZ

Thank you for your attention

I am happy to answer questions if we have time
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Reinterpreting ATLAS-CONF-2020-013
� Both searches recast for application to color-octet scalar models
using MadAnalysis 5 framework [7]

� ATLAS-CONF-2020-013 defines one inclusive SR with stringent
preselection criteria:
� 1 SS lepton pair or ≥ 3 leptons with no charge requirement
� SS e pairs: mee > 15GeV and /∈ [81, 101]GeV
� OSSF lepton pairs: m`` /∈ [81, 101]GeV
� ≥ 6 jets and ≥ 2 b-tagged anti-kt jets with R = 0.4
� Total scalar transverse momentum

HT ≡
∑
i

[
pjet

Ti + plepton
Ti

]
≥ 500GeV

� We apply cuts to SM signal + leading backgrounds to validate
reimplementation at O(10)% level
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CONF-2020-013 recast validation
� We simulate 5× 104 events for signal and three leading
backgrounds for SM without tt̄tt̄

ATLAS yield MadAnalysis 5 yield Error [%]

tt̄W + jets 102± 26 90.3 −11.5
tt̄Z + jets 48± 9 37.7 −21.5
tt̄H + jets 38± 9 21.1 −44.5
tt̄tt̄ [SM] 30± 8 32.6 +8.76

� We achieve errors of O(10)%
� Lepton cuts are most stringent
� Largest errors likely statistical for smaller backgrounds
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Reinterpreting ATLAS-CONF-2020-002
� Eight non-overlapping SRs with multiple ways to control SM
multijet background
� 0 leptons in any SR
� 8–12 R = 0.4 jets with pT ≥ 50GeV + 1–2 b jets in some SRs
� Missing transverse energy significance S(Emiss

T ) > 5.0
� Cumulative mass of reclustered fat (R = 1.0) jets

MΣ
J ≡

∑
i

mjet,R=1.0
i ≥ 340GeV or 500GeV

� ATLAS performs single-bin and multi-bin subanalyses — we
reimplement single-bin

� We apply cuts to gluino pair-production benchmark model and
directly compare to ATLAS results, again achieving O(10)%
error
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CONF-2020-002 recast validation
� ATLAS offers constraints on benchmark “SUSY” model with

pp→ g̃g̃ followed by g̃ → tt̄+ χ̃0
1 via off-shell q̃

� We simulate 104 events for variety of mg̃ and mχ̃0
1
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MA5 sgluon efficiencies
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� Efficiencies statistically concurrent for scalar and pseudoscalar
� CONF-2020-002 more efficient for heavier sgluons decaying to
increasingly boosted tt̄
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